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The MP4Box GUI is based on Qt. It is released
under the GNU Public License (GPL) v3 and can be
used free of charge for any purpose and any amount
of time. MP4Box GUI is a cross-platform graphical
user interface (GUI) to the command-line tool
mp4box. (GNU GPL v3) Features At first MP4Box
GUI main features are: Integrated video editor with
built-in codecs. Support for muxing and demuxing
4-pass MP4 muxing (separation of audio, video,
metadata, and resources into separate MP4 files) You
can use MP4Box GUI for MP4 muxing and
demuxing, for audio, video, subtitles, lyrics and
picture/video thumbnails.MP4Box GUI can be used
to test your MP4s before production. The GUI is
graphical, but you can run the main functions of the
MP4Box CLI tool from the GUI. The GUI has a
number of buttons and comboboxes for setting
various properties of MP4Box GUI interface. Once
MP4Box GUI is started, you can configure the
software via the GUI's dialogs, which makes
MP4Box GUI very intuitive to use. The MP4Box
GUI has a high degree of flexibility, and the
possibility to easily configure the GUI allows
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MP4Box GUI to be customized according to the
preferences of the user. Up to six MP4Box GUI
videos can be simultaneously edited and processed by
a single MP4Box GUI program. The GUI provides a
video editor with built-in codecs. The program runs
on Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS X and the
GNU/Linux operating systems (32-bit and 64-bit), as
well as on the Android operating system. The
program has built-in video codecs and allows you to
use them in the MP4Box GUI editor. The program
allows you to create a single MP4 file, or to combine
multiple MP4 files into one using muxing and
demuxing. The program allows you to create MP4
files with MP4Box GUI video editor, with any
content of MP4Box GUI audio and subtitle settings,
and with MP4Box GUI picture or video thumbnails.
MP4Box GUI can be used as an MP4 muxer and as

Extract subtitles from .MP4 in Windows GUI-My
MP4Box. Windows-My MP4Box is a utility for
extracting video subtitles from .MP4 files. Supports
.MP4 files with H.264/AVC video codec and
.AAC/MP3 files with audio files. Supports AVI, AVI
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with .avi extension, .AVI with .avi2 extension. Only
one .MP4 file is needed to extract subtitles Launch
the Windows-My MP4Box tool. On the home screen,
select the .MP4 file. Select all data of the .MP4 file.
Click "Choose File". Click "File" and select the
.MP4 file to extract. Click Open. fffad4f19a
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